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Revive recently held a

special testing day for

a VW owners club, to

demonstrate the benefits

of doing a regular

Revive clean. The

company especially

wanted to show that

Revive can offer a

performance and

economy boost, even

on well cared for

vehicles.

The VW owners

club was able to

provide a broad mix of

both diesel and petrol

vehicles and because

they were enthusiast’s,

cars were generally

maintained to a high

standard.

Each vehicle was tested on a Dyno, before

and after treatment, and the results were

carefully compared. All of the vehicles tested

and treated showed an improvement through

the rev ranges. Increases in BHP and torque

varied according to how well the engines had

been previously maintained, but all showed a

performance boost.

For example a Golf GTI 1.8 Turbo was

running 137bhp and 152lbft of torque prior to

the Revive treatment and this climbed to

145.4bhp and 158.6 lbft of torque after

the treatment.

A significant improvement was also

found on a VW T5 2.0 TDI. Tested

before treatment this gave readings of

162.6 bhp and 226.2 lbft of torque.

After treatment that increased to

166.8bhp and 288.1 lbft of torque, giving it a

huge increase of 61lbft of torque. The owner

said the power increase was very noticeable and

also later reported a 15% increase in fuel

economy.

Marcus Mead of Revive commented, “All in

all the results did us proud as usual and showed

once again that the Revive fluid treatment works

very well for keeping your engine running

correctly, lowering emissions and recovering lost

power if used at every service.”

Revive delivers performance boost at VW owners
club test day 

The Kia Sportage has been a hugely popular

vehicle with Irish car buyers over recent

years. Consistently towards the top of the new

car sales list, demand for used Sportage models

is always healthy and once out of original

ownership, these vehicles become regular

visitors to independent garages.

Blue Print offers a comprehensive range

of parts for the Sportage and can provide

convenient and cost effective solutions to some

common technical issues.

For example, the Lambda Sensor on the

Sportage can often require replacement. Signs

that this important emission reduction

component may need replacing include,

increased fuel consumption, misfiring, or the

engine experiencing a rough idle. This is

because if the sensor is faulty, it is likely to

cause the air/ fuel ratio to become imbalanced,

affecting fuel economy. This may also means

the illumination of the engine light on the

dashboard.

Blue Print offers a comprehensive range

of over 580 Lambda Sensors for a wide variety

of applications and the sensor for the Kia

Sportage is a prime mover in the range,

delivering both on value and performance. The

part number is ADG07063C, which equates to

the OEM reference 39350-4A410. This sensor

covers 27 Sportage applications.

In all Blue Print offers a range of over 420

components to fit the Kia Sportage, varying

from filtration to clutch. Each part supplied by

Blue Print is manufactured to meet or exceed

OE standards, offering longevity and optimal

performance. Some of the biggest selling

Sportage parts from the Blue Print range are: 

• Part Number: ADG09184, Water Pump –

OE Ref: 25100-2A300, 51 applications

• Part Number: ADG085150, Stabiliser Link–

OE Ref: 54830-2S00QQK, 27 applications

• Part Number: ADG074217C, Air Flow/

Mass Meter– OE Ref: 28164-2A401, 64

applications

• Part Number: ADG07268, Camshaft

Sensor – OE Ref: 39350-23910, 32

applications

Full details of Blue Print Kia Sportage
parts can be found on the partsfinder
online catalogue at
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

Blue Print first
for Sportage
Solutions

Question: We have previously replaced heated

oxygen sensor (HO2S) 2 on a customer's Smart

Fortwo 1.0, due to a broken sensor wire. The

vehicle has returned with the engine

malfunction indicator lamp (MIL) illuminated

and the same trouble codes stored (P0136,

P0137, P0138, P0139, P0141, P2271). We

discovered the heated oxygen sensor (HO2S)

wiring broken again. Is there a known fault

with the wiring for the heated oxygen sensor

(HO2S)?

Answer: This repeated breaking of the
heated oxygen sensor (HO2S) wiring harness is

known to us and affects turbocharged Fortwo

(451) 1.0 models, VIN K418899. The fault is

caused by engine movement coupled with an

acute angle of the HO2S wiring harness. Fit a

new heated oxygen sensor (HO2S). Fit a

protective cover, available from Smart parts

department, to the heated oxygen sensor

(HO2S) wiring harness Fig.1.1. Erase trouble

codes.

Smart Fortwo: Engine malfunction
indicator lamp (MIL) illuminated

Garage




